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An article on the What, Why, How and the potential benefits to size & select Fit for the Application Actuated Val-
ve Assemblies (Picture 1), called also Automated On/Off Valves, Emergency Shutdown Valves (ESDV), Blowdown 
Valves, Automated Block Valves, or other named valves within the process industry…

WHAT ARE AV ASSEMBLIES?
ISO 12490, the latest standard in this domain, uses 
the term “Actuated Valve Assemblies”, therefore we 
have adopted this term, mainly because we have so 
many names for the same device. They are called 
Automated On/Off valves, or Emergency Shutdown 
Valves (ESDV), or Blowdown valves. Some call them 
Automated Block Valves (ABV). A pity we have so 
many names for the same kind of device…

In contrast with Control Valves, AV assemblies 
have been treated poorly, to say the least. They lack 
coherent international standardization often causing 
more confusion and misunderstanding. They are 
often handled as commodities while control valves, 
for as long as we can recall are handled as enginee-
red products. And they are often handled by different 
organization, typically not communication between 
each other. If purchased by the piping organization 
the focus is on the valve aspects, not on the actuati-
on aspects. As we sometimes say: “They buy metal, 
while we need torque!”

To address those pitfalls we, a combination of End 
Users and Tool developers came up with the two 
key elements to complete the AV Assembly puzzle:
�� A WIB AV Assembly Recommended Practice (RP), 
compiling the essential ingredients to “brew” a 
Fit For The Application” AV assembly
�� A CONVAL AV Assembly module prototype fully 
compliant with the WIB AV Assembly Recom-
mended practice to facilitate and improve the AV 
Assembly sizing & selection process.

We call them the jigsaw puzzle closing pieces to pro-
perly engineer Fit For The Application AV assemblies!
The WIB Recommended Practice is following the 
same structure as the IEC 60534 international stan-
dard to realize Fit For the Application Control Valves 
(CV). This IEC60534 CV standardization contains 
eight standards. The WIB Recommended Practice Picture 1: AV Assembly puzzle
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(RP) contains following matching sections (Picture 2).
��1. Terms & Definitions
�� 2. Sizing
�� 3. Dimensions
�� 4. Inspection & Testing
�� 5. Marking
�� 6. Integration
��7. Data sheet & Valve Torque Input form
�� 8. Dynamic

The RP, currently focusing on pneumatic part-turn 
actuators, will be released at the upcoming Valve 
World Dusseldorf event. The author will present this 
RP and the CONVAL prototype in a 20 minutes talk at 
the conference. The prototype will be demonstrated 
at the F.I.R.S.T. GmbH booth, Hall 4 /B10.

WHY THOSE AV ASSEMBLY INITIATIVES? 
WHAT ARE CURRENTLY THE ROOT CAUSES?
What are the potential root causes with AV Assem-
blies? Let’s quickly review the various phases of an AV 

Assembly lifecycle and what potentially can and has 
been causing AV Assembly failures, but not limited to:

Sizing and Selection phase
��There is NOT ENOUGH TORQUE to move the AV 
valve in a given position! For example the ESDV 
valve may NOT close to its safe position, or the 
Blowdown valve may NOT open to its safe posi-
tion. Or the valve stops somewhere in between. 
Challenging Safety Hazards. Or the ESDV valve 
will NOT open during startup; Not a safety concern 
but a reliability and $$ concern!
��There is TOO MUCH TORQUE and will damage one 
or more components from the drive train. A chal-
lenge that also the piping folks are very concerned 
about. It can be a safety and / or reliability issue.
��To manage this torque dilemma, one needs to 
know the valve torque requirements, more preci-
sely the valve torque at the moment of a demand 
(we call it valve torque on demand); one needs 
to address the effects of the maximum and the 

Picture 2: Actuated Valve Assembly recommended practice
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minimum air supply pressure, i.e. the valve has 
also to move also at the minimum air pressure, 
while avoiding that the drive train be damaged at 
the maximum air pressure!
�� Obtaining those valve torque values has been 
and still is a real challenge. Quite often valve 
manufacturers are on the breaks to provide that 
essential data. Thanks to the ISO12490 it became 
a mandatory requirement! 
��To make sure we have enough torque, end users 
in the petrochemical and chemical industry applied 
safety factors to size the actuator, quite often cau-
sing oversized actuators. Oversized actuators that 
require additional torque to handle the unbalance 
effects, the center of gravity effects to name a few. 
To overcome the potential damage of drive train 
components, exotic drive train materials have been 
considered. All this is driving up the cost of those 
assemblies and often causing issuing with the 
mounting kit. For those not familiar a mounting kit, 
as defined in ISO12490 consist of an intermediate 
support like a bracket, a coupling and the corre-
sponding fasteners to mount everything together.
��To make the torque dilemma complete we cur-
rently lack standardization on torque terms & 
definitions, a challenge causing more confusion 
than you may like or expect and often an excuse 
of the valve manufacture to not provide quality 
valve torque data.
��The RP document is sprinkled with a compre-
hensive set of terms and definitions (Table 1) to 
eliminate those confusions and excuses. Having 
quality torque data is a MUST to perform a proper 

AV assembly sizing & selection. Without those you 
are just gambling and taking high risks! 

Integration phase (Picture 3)
ISO5211 is the foundation international standard to 
properly integrate the AV actuator on top of an AV 
valve. Fundamental is the “flange” classification: a 
given flange with specific dimensions defines the 
maximum torque that can be transferred from the 
actuator to the valve; for example a flange called F30, 
has specific dimensions per the standard and can 
handle a torque of 16000 N-m (or 141485 lb-in). This 
guides the valve manufacturer, the actuator manufac-
turer and the mounting kit manufacturer to properly 
size their drive train parts accordingly.
��Too often we see assemblies not matching those 
ISO5211 requirements. End Users have numerous 
examples of mounting kit deficiencies. Too often 
those brackets (there are other types of inter-
mediate supports such as an adapter flange or a 
spool), couplings and fasteners were designed and 
manufactured improperly and causing reliability 
issues. In a recent startup a major petrochemical 
project had most problems with AV assemblies 
with improper mounting kits.
�� Of course not applying the ISO 5211 guidelines 
can potential cause the mounting kit to fail at 
maximum air supply pressure.

Handling phase
�� Sloppiness and / or unawareness are often root 
causes of AV assemblies malfunctions. For example 
leaving those assemblies on project laydown areas 

Picture 3: Tool to facilitate the sizing & selection process
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or even in project warehouses within corrosive 
environments (close to the sea for example) without 
proper handling and protection can cause corrosion 
or rust on various assembly components. A recent 
startup reported a broken actuator spring due to 
poor protection handling in warehouse and laydown 
areas. Lots of problems can be avoided by applying 
proper handling during shipment, during storage 
and during installation before the plant is started.

Testing and inspection phase
It is essential to properly test and inspect those AV 
Assemblies. We properly test our control valves, i.e. 
Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) are scheduled, manned 
and executed by specialists, but often AV Assemblies 
are left behind, not addressed. No surprise to phase 
delays during commissioning & startup because AV 
Assemblies inspections have not been addressed pro-
perly or none at all. A current project is hampered and 
causing startup delays because of Less Than Adequate 
(LTA) integration, handling and inspection activities.

Installation phase
Improper mounting of a perfect functioning AV 
Assembly at the Factory Acceptance Test will invali-
date its proper functioning. Installation requirements 
should be clearly addressed and inspected.

Operate & Maintain phase
Actuators and Valves come with Operate & Maintain 
(O&M) manuals. Actuator and valve manufacturers 
specify regular or preventive maintenance guidelines 
in their O&M manuals. Following root causes are 
observed:
��The mounting kit design may not allow to per-
form such maintenance activities on a running 
valve stem.
�� Using an AV assembly on a Long Stand Still (LSS) 
application, i.e. an ESDV assembly will remain 
OPEN for a longer period than the required period 
to maintain the actuator, maintenance cannot be 
performed as per the A&M manual and causing 
a problem due to lack of maintenance.

Table 1: Torque data definitions
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HOW WE TACKLED THOSE ROOT CAUSES? 
PART I – AN END-USER RECOMMENDED 
PRACTICE
Potential root causes with AV Assemblies occur 
during the various phases mainly due to lacking inter-
national standardization, not being handled as Engi-
neered Products, and/or because they are handled 
by uncoordinated disciplines. WIB, an End-user dri-
ven organization with members globally (Picture 4), 
developed an AV Assembly Recommended Practice 
to tackle those root causes.

Lacking international standardization
About 67% of the IEC60534 control valve (CV) stan-
dards deal with sizing and with fluid dynamics. CV 
sizing means deriving the flow capacity called Cv (or 
Kv). CV fluid dynamic deals with noise, with cavitation, 
with velocities.
We expect a similar percentage to deal with AV 
Assembly sizing, integration and fluid dynamics. 
�� Integration is unique for AV, because we need to 
integrate the AV actuator with the AV valve using 
an AV mounting kit., most probably from three 
different sources. 

�� AV sizing means obtaining and applying the valve 
torque on demand to derive at the appropriate actu-
ator, operating at the minimum specified air supply 
pressure, while within the limits of the Maximum 
Allowable Stem Torque (MAST) at maximum air 
supply pressure, more precisely within the limits 
of the mounting kit and drive train components. 
�� AV fluid dynamics deal with dynamic torque 
aspects, an area rather unknown with the che-
mical and petrochemical industry.

To consistently and correctly obtain the proper valve 
torque data (coefficients, factors and torque valu-
es) from the valve manufacturers the proposed AV 
Assembly Recommended Practice created a torque 
input form compiling:
�� Dynamic torque coefficients
�� Cv flow coefficients (to derive at dp, only for 
dynamic torque modelling)
�� Breakaway angles,
��MAST values
�� BTO, RTO, ETO, BTC, RTC and ETC torque values

And last but not least the torque on demand correc-
tion factor (ODCF) (Table 2)

To obtain the ODCF, the end user must specify Ope-
rational, Fluid and Ambient Conditions as seen on the 
left. The valve manufacturer shall provide the data as 
well as the method to deal with combined process 
conditions. This forms the closing piece of the valve 
torque requirement puzzle!

Not handled as Engineered Products and handled 
by uncoordinated disciplines
As stated, most often AV Assemblies are handled as 
commodities by uncoordinated disciplines. In order to 
handle them in the same way as control valves, the 
following essential aspects must be considered and 
documented in this recommended practice:
Handling AV Assemblies as engineered products 
have been implemented by few End Users. Key 
elements are described by one of them [*]:
�� Awareness and understanding of AV Assemblies 
using root cause analysis
�� Getting management support and buy-in from 
your organization
�� Implementing a business process getting all par-
ties involved
�� Developing For The Application prescriptive direc-
tives of valve styles in relation to application cha-
racteristics, valve materials, actuator coating, drive 

Picture 4: WIB Membership List
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train and torque aspects
Using a sizing data sheet and a tool to facilitate the 
sizing & selection process (Table 3): The current RP 
sizing data sheet.
It yielded them 
�� A precise focus, i.e. an optimal design that cor-
responds to the application, with a clear focus 
on reliability.
�� Addressing SIS AV Assemblies reliability and safety 
issues
�� Lower cost of ownership
�� A transparent and auditable business process

Critical Success Factors (CSF) were:
��Technological:
�� A tool developed to facilitate sizing & selection in 
accordance with Fit For The Application Guidelines
�� Organizational:
��working as teams using a common tool

HOW WE TACKLED THOSE ROOT CAUSES? PART 
II – AN RP COMPLIANT CONVAL PROTOTYPE
We learned from those End-users who introduced 
the handling of AV Assemblies as Engineered Pro-
ducts that a tool to facilitate sizing & selection in 
accordance with Fit For The Application Guidelines 
was a Critical Success Factor. Since CONVAL is a 
commercial instrument & process design sizing & 
selection tool, already used for control valve sizing & 
selection, especially for troubleshooting challenging 
sizing & selection applications, we worked with the 
CONVAL developer to develop an RP compliant AV 
Assembly module covering following functionality:
�� A framework / structure to store quality valve torque 
data, emulating the RP Valve Torque Input Form (VTIF)
�� A complete emulation to simulate On Demand 
Correction Factors (ODCF) for different combined 
process conditions (operational, fluid and ambient 
conditions

Picture 5: Print screen of part of the prototype GUIs

Table 2: torque on demand correction factor (ODCF)
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�� A framework / structure to store actuator data 
as available from actuator catalogs, both Rack & 
Pinion and Scotch Yoke actuators
�� An algorithm to derive and order for a given appli-

cation by preference those actuators matching 
the given valve torque data (BTO, RTO, ETO, BTC, 
RTC, ETC, breakaway angles, MAST and ODCF).
�� Graphically visualizing using valve and actuator 

Table 3: AV Assembly sizing data sheet
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curves which actuator fits best and those which 
do not fit the application
�� Generating the AV Assembly datasheet
�� Simulating the sizing impact and effects of 
�� A Fail Close (FC) application vs a Fail Open (FO) 
application,
�� Varying maximum and minimum actuator air supply 
pressures
�� Varying assembly Safety Factors
�� Varying On Demand Correction Factors
�� Varying MAST values, to name the essential ones 
simulated.

A picture says more than 1000 words. Therefore a 
print screen of part of the prototype GUIs (Picture 5). 
But nothing better than a demonstration. 

WHAT ARE THE REAL BENEFITS FOR  
END-USERS, EPCS, INTEGRATORS AND  
MANUFACTURERS?
Applying those missing AV Assembly puzzles, fol-
lowing overall benefits can be realized:
�� A Fit For The Application Assembly, thereby signi-
ficantly reducing the probability of an assembly fai-
lure, directly impacting plant safety and reliability!
�� A time and money saver, thereby directly impac-
ting the Long Term Cost of Ownership!
�� A quality troubleshooting tool, thereby reducing the 
time and effort to address AV Assembly challenges! 
�� A clear signal to the manufacturers, thereby initia-
ting steps to resolve the impasse how AV Assem-
blies should be handled! 

Direct benefits realized by the WIB AV Assembly 
Recommended Practice are:
��That Torque Terms and Definitions became defi-
nitely settled!
��That the process to obtain quality valve torque 
data became definitely settled!

Direct benefits realized ty by the CONVAL AV Assem-
bly module prototype are:
�� A tool fully compliant with the End Users Recom-
mended Practice!
�� A true AV Assembly domain educational tool 
providing:
�� Probably the quickest way to select the appropriate 
cost-effective Fit For The Application actuator out 
of the huge variety of offered devices!
�� A strong troubleshooting tool to quickly resolve 
improper AV actuator selections!
�� A powerful visualization of AV Assembly 
“unknowns” and their effects, especially handy 

and valuable for those not directly familiar with 
those domain pitfalls.
�� Almost a logical extension to the CONVAL Control 
Valve module, a commercial module that has set 
the standard to better understand the dynamics 
within a control valve for at least the last couple 
of decades 
��Today in CONVAL, especially in the field of valves, 
there are established concepts such as KPIs for 
reliability & controllability, a traffic light system 
to quickly detect problems, the possibility of bulk 
processing in projects (CAT) and much more. Such 
concepts together with the AV Recommended 
Practice will be available in the future to optimize 
the sizing & selection of AV assemblies and lead 
to safe and reliable solutions.

Demonstrations of the AV Assembly prototype can 
be seen during the full Valve World Conference at 
the booth of 

VALVE WORLD EXPO: HALL 4, BOOTH B10

[*] These concepts have been published as a Valve World 
paper Maastricht 2006 “Sizing and Selection of Automated 
On/Off Valves, a hurdle race!” An end-user perspective
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